FOR THE GROUP
Served with plates, napkins & utensils

Bagels & Shmears Nosh Box® .................................. 27.99
24 fresh baked bagels and 4 tubs of our double whipped cream cheese shmears. Serves up to 24

Sweets Nosh Box® ................................................. 13.49
Muffins, coffee cakes, assorted pastries & breakfast breads

Dozen – choice of 12 ............................................. 25.99
Half-Dozen – choice of 6 ....................................... 13.49

Mixed Bagels & Sweets Nosh Box® ......................... 35.49
An assortment of 9 breakfast sweets & 12 bagels with 2 double whipped cream cheese shmears, butter & preserves. Serves up to 21

Breakfast for 12 ...................................................... 99.99
Mixed Bagels & Sweets Nosh Box®, fresh fruit salad, Darn Good Coffee® To Go & 1 gallon of orange juice

Lox* and Bagels Dozen ........................................... 67.99
13 fresh baked bagels, sliced traditional lox, capers, tomatoes, red onions, cucumbers & lemons. 2 tubs of double whipped cream cheese shmears. Serves up to 13
*Cold smoked salmon is not cooked. Consuming raw or undercooked seafood may increase the risk of foodborne illness.

Seasonal Fresh Fruit Salad
Big chunks of seasonal fruit served family style.
Large serves up to 20 .............................................. 38.99

Group Yogurt Parfait .............................................. 11.99
Raspberries, blueberries & peaches layered with light vanilla yogurt & served with a side of granola. Serves up to 8

BAGELS & SHMEAR

Dozen Bagel Bucket .............................................. 12.99
13 fresh baked bagels & 2 tubs of our double whipped cream cheese shmears. Serves up to 13

Bagel Flavors*: Plain • Potato • Asiago Cheese • Chocolate Chip
Honey Whole Wheat • Everything • Cinnamon Sugar • Sesame Dip’d
Cinnamon Raisin • Blueberry

Shmear Flavors*: Plain • Onion & Chive • Smoked Salmon
25% Reduced Fat Flavors*: Reduced Fat Plain • Garden Veggie
Honey Almond • Jalapeño Salsa • Strawberry
*Bagel & shmear flavors vary by location.

DRINKS

Darn Good Coffee® To Go ........................................ 16.49
Your choice of one of our 4 fresh brewed coffee blends conveniently served in a portable & pourable box (includes cups, lids, half & half, sugar & stirrers). Serves up to 10

Neighborhood Blend
Our signature blend. Balanced, medium bodied & mellow.
Roasted to a light nutty brown.

Neighborhood Decaf
All the flavor without the caffeine.
A medium bodied–dark roast with a smoky flavor.

Vanilla Hazelnut
Sweet & nutty. Lightly roasted coffee beans flavored with vanilla & hazelnut essence.

Euro-French Roast
A coffee lover’s blend. Roasted in the Italian Roast tradition to a smoky, bold flavor & deep color.

Ask about our Seasonal Blend

Orange Juice for Groups .................................... 12.99
1 gallon of premium orange juice (includes cups & ice)
Serves up to 10

Bottled Drinks .................................................... Price Varies
Variety bottled soda, juice & water

Contains nuts 🥗 Vegetarian - may contain dairy and/or eggs
Some items in variety boxes may contain nuts
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**SANDWICHES FOR ONE**

All sandwiches are served with chips & a gourmet cookie.

- Roasted Turkey on Artisan Wheat ........................................... 9.29
  - With Swiss cheese, creamy mustard spread & veggies
- Smoked Ham on Plain Bagel ..................................................... 9.29
  - With Swiss cheese, lettuce, red onions, tomatoes with mayo & mustard
- Albacore Tuna Salad on Artisan Wheat .................................... 9.29
  - With lettuce, cucumbers & red onions
- Tasty Turkey on Asiago Bagel .................................................. 9.29
  - With onion & chive spread with cucumbers, lettuce & tomatoes
- Veg Out® on Sesame Bagel ...................................................... 9.29
  - Garden Veggie shmeared, roasted tomato spread, red onions, cucumbers, lettuce & tomatoes
- Club Mex Wrap ........................................................................ 9.29
  - Roasted turkey, bacon, pepper jack cheese, ancho mayo, red onions, tomatoes & lettuce
- Einstein Bros.® BLT on Artisan Wheat ...................................... 9.29
  - Bacon, lettuce, tomatoes, cheddar cheese & roasted tomato spread

**SALADS FOR ONE**

All of our fresh salads are made with a variety of mixed seasonal greens & served with a gourmet cookie. Salad choices may not be available at all locations.

- Chicken Chipotle .................................................................... 9.29
  - Grilled natural chicken breast, roasted corn and black bean salsa, diced tomatoes, cheddar & pepper jack cheese, chipotle vinaigrette with tortilla strips
- Asiago Chicken Caesar ............................................................. 9.29
  - Roasted chicken, croutons & a blend of aged hard cheese, with garlic asiago dressing
- Deluxe Chef Salad ................................................................... 9.29
  - Roasted turkey, smoked ham, cheddar & Swiss cheese, tomatoes, cucumbers, red onions, croutons with ranch dressing

**ADD-ONS FOR ONE**

- Yogurt Parfait ........................................................................ 2.99
- Fruit Salad ................................................................................ 2.99
- Fresh Baked Cookie ............................................................... 1.29
- Potato Chips ........................................................................... 1.19

Contains nuts  ● Vegetarian - may contain dairy and/or eggs

Flavors and prices may vary depending on location & are subject to change. Catering items are meant for immediate consumption.

**BOX LUNCHES**

**LUNCH FOR THE GROUP**

**SANDWICHES FOR THE GROUP**

Served with utensils, plates & napkins

- Signature Nosh Box®
  - Einstein Bros.® BLT, Tasty Turkey on Asiago Bagel, Club Mex Wrap, Veg Out® on Sesame Bagel.
- 10 full sandwiches (wrapped & cut in half) ....................... 61.99
- 5 full sandwiches (wrapped & cut in half) ......................... 29.99

- Classic Nosh Box®
  - Roasted Turkey on Artisan Wheat, Smoked Ham on Plain Bagel, Albacore Tuna Salad on Artisan Wheat, Veg Out® on Sesame Bagel.
- 10 full sandwiches (wrapped & cut in half) ....................... 62.99
- 5 full sandwiches (wrapped & cut in half) ......................... 29.99

- The Lunch Spread for 12 .................................................... 169.99
  - Classic Sandwich Nosh Box, Big Green Salad Sampler, Dozen Cookie Variety Box, 12 Bags of Chips & 12 Drinks

**SALADS FOR THE GROUP**

Served family style with utensils, plates & napkins

- Chicken Chipotle (serves 6-8) .............................................. 36.99
- Asiago Chicken Caesar (serves 6-8) ..................................... 36.99
- Deluxe Chef Salad (serves 6-8) ............................................. 36.99

- Big Green Salad Sampler serves 12-16 ................................ 65.99
  - Choice of any 2 of our big green salads listed above

- Seasonal Fruit Salad (serves up to 20) ............................... 38.99

**SWEETS FOR THE GROUP**

- Dozen Cookie Variety Box .................................................... 13.49
  - Assorted gourmet cookies baked fresh daily

**DRINKS**

- Bottled Drinks ...................................................................... Price Varies
  - Variety bottled soda, juice & water
- Darn Good Coffee® To Go ..................................................... 16.49
  - Your choice of one of our 4 fresh brewed coffee blends conveniently served in a portable & pourable box (includes cups, lids, half & half, sugar & stirrers)
  - Serves up to 10

**THE WAY IT WORKS**

To ensure we provide you with outstanding service, we request 24 hours notice for ordering or canceling.

We gladly accept cash, Credit Cards and Marquette House Accounts.

Ask if delivery is available in your area. Delivery charges may apply. Please inform us of known food allergies in your group prior to placing order.